
Sponsored InMail
An Intermediate Guide to 
Driving Even More ROI



You’ve launched your first Sponsored InMail campaign.

What now? 

Here’s what you can do to take 
your Sponsored InMail campaign to the next level.
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Boost your Sponsored InMail performance by 
running Sponsored Content in parallel

2 is better than 1
Advertisers gained 37% higher 
Sponsored InMail click-through 
rates when running Sponsored 
Content to the same audience on 
the same day.



Use friendly, low-pressure calls-to-action (CTA)

Commitment is hard
Members don’t want to commit 
to signing up. Nip that fear in the 
bud with breezy CTAs such as 
“try” or “free.”

Top performing CTAs
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Try 

Free

Today

Click

Apply
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Create 1 or 3 word calls-to-action (CTA)

There is no in-between
CTA buttons with 1 or 3 words have 
13% higher click-through rates.
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Keep your message short and sweet

Did you know that the average human 
attention span is 8 seconds?
Be concise, personal, and relevant. Body 
texts under 500 characters have 46% 
higher CTR.
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Add hyperlinks in your body text
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Make your message 
interactive
Additional hyperlinks in the 
body lift CTR by 21%.



Keep your Sponsored InMail campaign running during weekends

Don’t miss a beat. 
Always be on.
Members click on Sponsored 
InMails the most during weekends. 
They open Sponsored InMails the 
most on Tuesdays.
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Consider sending your Sponsored InMail message from a person 

Be personable.
Be approachable.
Member senders perform 
better than company senders. 
Sponsored InMail messages 
from director level and below 
also yield higher open rates.
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Cheat sheet for driving ROI

Take a multi-product approach 
Use Sponsored Content to boost Sponsored InMail CTR by 37%

from your Sponsored InMail campaigns on LinkedIn 

Consider sending your Sponsored InMail from a person
Member senders perform better than company senders 
Member senders of lower seniorities show higher open rates 
Use high quality, professional photo to get higher open rates

Timing is everything
Weekend performance is strong. Leave campaigns on during weekends.

Easy ways to enhance your content and creatives
Use friendly, low-pressure CTA keywords such as “Try,” “Free,” and “Today”
Use CTA buttons with 1 or 3 words
Keep your body text under 500 characters
Add hyperlinks in the body text to lift CTR by 21%
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